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ABSTRACT 
 
The major scope of the existing eResearch applications is to curate the data for researchers’ reusability. 
However, the researchers need to envisage the reusability aspects of these applications for the advancement of 
eResearch arena in their universities/institutions. The climate smart seaports (CSS) web-based toolkit 
provides the opportunities for the researchers to explore the research data by reusing it from different sources 
using a single window. In this project, sponsored by Australian National Data Services (ANDS), we are 
developing the climate smart seaports web-based toolkit. The toolkit provides a platform for climate and social 
researchers to amalgamate the various climate related research data from external sources, which could be 
another eResearch application as well, in order to make an intelligent climate related projections about 
Australian seaports. 
 

PROJECT SUMMARY 
The objective of this project is to develop a decision-support toolkit that will assist robust climate change 
adaptation planning for the Australian seaports sector, which will enable Australian port authorities to make 
better informed climate risk management decisions. This toolkit activity will involve three discrete 
components: the sourcing, refinement, and standardisation of multiple datasets needed for context specific 
climate change adaptation decision-making, the integration of both primary and transformed data within a 
suitable data management framework.  

ARCHITECTURE 
The CSS application pulls datasets from existing climate data providers, and other relevant socio-economic 
data, as identified by the domain experts. It provides an analytic tool chain for the researchers to manoeuvre 
the datasets to produce 'user stories' about a particular climate region, which could assist the port authorities 
in decision-making.  

 
Figure 1: High Level Architecture for the Climate Smart Seaports (CSS) toolkit 

  

The CSS web application is made up of various components such as connectors, datasets, web user interface 
for analysis, search interface and the repositories to store the user stories and RIF-CS. It also contains a data 
store and API for creating, retrieving, and deleting objects, and holding and manipulating metadata about 
these objects. The researcher creates user stories by retrieving the datasets from the data providers using the 
CSS application. The retrieved datasets may be modified by using the analytical tool chain for creating the 
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scenarios, which then can be published as a user stories with or without any modification. The published user 
stories are used to create the RIF-CS records, which can be harvested to ANDS. 
 
 

CONCLUSION 
The decision-support toolkit would be developed with the close consultation from stakeholders and provide an 
interactive interface for considering future climate change impacts and for the identification of possible 
adaptation options. This project would actively build a community of interest by drawing practitioners, policy 
and academic communities, which would maximise the potential for the software to become a self-sustaining 
resource in the future. 
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